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Abs t r ac t . Static analyses of object-oriented programs usually rely on 
intermediate representations that respect the original semantics while 
having a more uniform and basic syntax. Most of the work involving 
object-oriented languages and abstract interpretation usually omits the 
description of that language or just refers to the Control Flow Graph 
(CFG) it represents. However, this lack of formalization on one hand re-
sults in an absence of assurances regarding the correctness of the trans-
formation and on the other it typically strongly couples the analysis to 
the source language. In this work we present a framework for analysis 
of object-oriented languages in which in a first phase we transform the 
input program into a representation based on Horn clauses. This allows 
on one hand proving the transformation correct attending to a simple 
condition and on the other being able to apply an existing analyzer for 
(constraint) logic programming to automatically derive a safe approxima-
tion of the semantics of the original program. The approach is flexible in 
the sense that the first phase decouples the analyzer from most language-
dependent features, and correct because the set of Horn clauses returned 
by the transformation phase safely approximates the standard semantics 
of the input program. The resulting analysis is also reasonably scalable 
due to the use of mature, modular (C)LP-based analyzers. The overall 
approach allows us to report results for medium-sized programs. 

1 Introduction 

Analysis of object-oriented languages using abstract interpretation [10] is cur-
rently the subject of signiñcant research (see, e.g., [21] and its references). The 
abstract interpretation approach brings an interesting and useful combination of 
characteristics: it is automatic and practical, producing useful results for a good 
number of applications, while at the same time being rigorous and semantics-
based. The gap between programs and semantics is greater in the case of object-
oriented languages than in, for example, declarative languages. For this reason, 
static analyses of object-oriented programs usually rely on intermediate lan
guages tha t respect the original semantics while having a more uniform and 
basic syntax (e.g., block-based representations) and a more declarative seman
tics (e.g., static single assignment transformations). Some signiñcant concrete 
examples which have been proposed of such intermediate representations for 
object-oriented programs are Jimple [31] for Java or BoogiePL [11] for .NET. 



In this paper we propose the use of a Horn clause-based representation as 
an intermedíate language. Our objective is twofold. On one hand we would like 
to take advantage of existing analyzers for (constraint) logic programs. On the 
other, we want to be able to offer assurances that the output of the process 
of transformation into the intermedíate representation safely approximates the 
standard semantics of the input program. Performing the analysis using logic 
programming tools offers a number of advantages, such as the relative maturity 
and sophistication of the solutions available, like abstract interpreters [13,16] 
(which offer parametric, efficient, and modular ñxpoint algorithms) and veri-
ñers. A second strength of our transformational approach is that the framework 
can be easily adapted to the analysis of other languages without having to re-
define the ñxpoint algorithm [23]. In fact, using the intermedíate representation 
that we propose, from the analyzer point of view an object-oriented program is 
indistinguishable from, e.g., a Prolog one (although of course different abstract 
domains and deñnitions of pseudo-builtins are used). This brings in the addi-
tional advantage of being able to analyze múltiple languages within the same 
framework. 

We start by describing our methodology (Section 2) and our approach to en-
suring correctness using some fundamental parts of the transformation of Java 
programs into our representation as examples (Section 3). Section 4 shows how 
analysis of speciñc aspects of Java can be optimized using metainformation. We 
then illustrate the application of our approach to other languages, such as C # 
(Section 5). We also report on an implementation of the ideas presented in this 
paper using the abstract interpretation-based CiaoPP [16] framework. It can 
be conñgured for many different analyses by simply plugging the corresponding 
abstract domain. The examples try to detect nuil pointer dereferences (nullity 
analysis) and eliminate dynamic dispatch (class analysis) in Java programs. The 
experiments in Section 6 show that the technique scales well in non trivial sce-
narios, and results in smaller analysis times than similar previous work. Related 
abstract interpretation-based frameworks, and how they differ from ours, are 
discussed in Section 7, and Section 8 presents our conclusions. 

2 Methodology 

Our framework is composed of a front-end preprocessor and a back-end analyzer, 
as shown in Figure 1. The preprocessor transforms an input in Java source for-
mat into a set of Horn clauses that represent a safe approximation of its standard 
semantics (Sect 3). Sometimes the source code is not available, so we also accept 
Java bytecode as a valid input format. In this case the (de)compilation from 
bytecode to Horn clauses is based on a postprocessing of the Jimple represen
tation returned by the Soot [31] tool. It is beyond the scope of this paper to 
provide a detailed description of this particular transformation; the reader is 
referred to [23] (which presents the transformation and a speciñc ñxpoint al
gorithm) for details. In both cases the same subset of the language is covered 
by the framework. Our ultimate objective is to support the full Java language 
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Fig. 1. Pipeline of transformation and analysis 

but the current implementation has some limitations: it does not support dy-
namic loading of classes, threads, or runtime exceptions. Also, analysis of the 
JDK librarles is done under a worst-case assumption. We have distinguished in 
the ñgure the two implemented transformations with dotted arrows to clearly 
sepárate them from already existing phases. 

Different languages can be incorporated into the framework (Le., analyzed) 
by providing a corred transformation for them. For example, programs written 
in Ciao are obviously also accepted by the system as input. Compatibility with 
other object-oriented languages written in languages like C# , that share many 
syntactic and semantics features with Java, is easily achievable as illustrated in 
Section 5. 

The resulting Horn-clause intermedíate representation is then analyzed using 
the CiaoPP framework [16] and beneñts from its advanced features: efficient com-
putation of ñxpoints using memoization, context-sensitivity, modularity, etc. The 
programmer needs only to implement (in Ciao) the particular abstract domain of 
interest, which includes also deñning the abstract meaning of a set of "built-in" 
predicates that represent the language-dependent semantics of the basic opera-
tions of the source language. On the other hand, our approach does libérate the 
designer of an analysis from the burden of coding a fast, reliable, and efficient 
abstract interpretation platform. Analysis results are given in the standard form 
(p, a), where p uniquely identiñes a program point and a is an abstract state 
which safely approximates all the possible states at that program point during 
runtime. Metainformation computed during the transformation process allows 
relating those line numbers with the ones of the original bytecode or source 
program, making it possible to reflect back the results on the original program 
text (as JML-like assertions [18]), pinpoint errors in the original program, or 
implement compiler optimizations. 



3 Correctness of the transformation phase 

Our Horn clause representation of a Java program is basically an unfolded, 
three-address versión of the source where the operational semantics of some in-
structions is made explicit. The transformed code is denoted by the c subindex: 
for example, the result of transforming a virtual invocation v.m(vi,..., vn) is 
vc.mc(vic,..., vnc) = v.mc(vi,... ,vn), since variable expressions are not trans
formed (vc = v). 

Correctness of the transformation requires that the original program prog 
be emulated by progc thus C\prog\ = ClprogcJ, where the semantics operator 
C[] : cora H (P H D) takes as input a command cora and a concrete state, 
and returns the output state. The operator has been deñned in [15] and (from 
a denotational point of view) in [2, 29]. Correctness of the preprocessing and 
analysis requires that if the set of Horn clauses program is safely approximated 
(using a given abstract domain) by the analysis, so is the original: C*\prog\ = 
C*lprogcj. The operator C*[] : cora i-^ (T>* i—> 2?*) is the abstract counterpart of 

CU-
We will take a slightly different approach by interpreting Java semantics as 

a particular case of SLD [17] resolution, in which the computatíon rule in use 
is left-to-right (commands are executed in the order they appear in the pro
gram) and the search rule used to determine the target method in an invocation 
does not really matter, since execution of the Java program is deterministic 
and therefore for any literal there is exactly one clause that uniñes with it at 
runtime. Therefore, if <S[] : cora i—> (2? i—> V(T>)) is the SLD semantics opera
tor, the condition S\prog\ = {Clprogj} ensures S*\prog\ = C*\prog\. Again, 
<S*[] : cora i-^ (T>* i—> 2?*) is the (collecting) abstract versión of <S[]. 

This formalization is useful since it helps in understanding the Java source as 
a set of Horn clauses (methods) composed by zero or more goals, the commands. 
It is also helpful because our transformation introduces new clauses such that 
now more than one clause might unify with a given literal. This is equivalent 
to saying that the execution of the transformed program on some input state 
might result in múltiple output states, of which one is the unique state that the 
original program would return: S\prog\ C Slprogcj. An interesting property of 
that transformed program is that its abstract semantics S* lprogcj still correctly 
approximates that of the original, i.e., S*\prog\ < S*lprogcj. Therefore, all we 
have to prove in order to show that the results of the analysis are correct is that 
S\prog\ C S\progrJ (or C\prog\ G S\progrJ) holds. Space limitations prevent us 
from including the proofs for the whole transformation algorithm. Instead, we 
provide the proof for the case of the virtual invocations expression, which is one 
of the most complex operations supported. 

3.1 Correctness of a virtual invocation 

The description of the standard semantics in this section is a slightly simpliñed 
versión of the more formal speciñcation described in [29]. We distinguish be-
tween two different kinds of invocations: virtual and static. Assume that calis 



compileStaticCall(k$in(i ' ! v\ , . . . , vn), progc) 
r e t u r n k$m(i'! v\, . . . , vn) 

compileVirtualCall(k?in(i ' ! v\ , . . . ,vn), progc) 
s = signature(ca¿¿) 
C = resolve(fc, s) 
forall c £ C add to progc the clause 

k$dyn*m(i>! v\, . . . , vn) : — 
c$ia(v, vi, . . . , vn) 

r e t u r n k$dyn*m(i>! v\ , . . . , vn) 

resolve(fc, s) 
result = 0 
Sub = subclasses(fc) U {fc} 
forall sub £ Sub 

sk = lookup(su6, s) 
result = result U sk 

r e t u r n result 

Fig. 2. Standard semantics (left) and transformation (right) of method calis 

of the first type have been rewritten as k?m(v,t?i , . . . ,vn) and the static ones 
as k$m(v,t?i , . . . ,vn) , where k is the declared type of v. Note tha t we rewrote 
the cali syntax so the invoked object v is now the first actual pararneter. The 
rnain difference between the two is tha t while in virtual invocations we need to 
figure out the particular class of v through a lookup in the class hierarchy, tha t 
operation is unnecessary in static calis since there is only one possible receiver. 

In the left colurnn of Figure 2 we present the pseudocode for the semantics 
of a static cali (here denoted by s t a t i c C a l l S e m a n t i c s ) and a virtual cali (here 
denoted by v i r t u a l C a l l S e m a n t i c s ) . The particular signature of the invocation 
has to be calculated in order to distinguish which implenientation to choose, 
since in Java (as in the Horn clauses) there can be rnany rnethods with the same 
ñame and arity, but here they will differ in the type of at least one of the formal 
parameters. Also, we will assume tha t there exists a function r u n t i m e . c l a s s 
that returns the runtime type of the object passed as pararneter. 

We refer to the tupie (v, v-\_,..., vn) as pars. The s tandard semantics of 
the cali in the original program is C{k?m(pars)ja = C[c$m(pars)]a, where c 
is the valué returned by lookup( run t ime_c la s s (v ) , s). The SLD semantics of 
the transformed versión is <S[A;?mc(pars)]a, which the transformation ensures 
to be $lk$dyn*m(pars)}a = |J ¿ <S[c¿$m(pars)]a, where c¿ £ resolve(A;, s). The 
correctness condition is now reduced to proving tha t c is equal to some c¿. This 
is equivalent to showing tha t lookup(runtime_class(v), s) £ resolve(A;, s), which 
can be further rewritten as l ookup( run t ime_c la s s (v ) , s) £ {lookup(sw6, s) | sub £ 
subclasses(A;) U {k}}. But the runtime type of v can only be k or a subclass of 
it in a type safe language as Java, and therefore the condition always holds. 

Example 1. Assume a hierarchy of classes like in Figure 3. The root class A 
declares a method f oo which is further redefined (overwritten) in subclasses B, 
C, and Z. If the original program in Figure 3a) contains a virtual invocation 
to f oo in an instance declared as being of class X, our compiler automatically 

staticCallSemantics(k$m(i> ! v±, . . . , Vn.), a) 
s = s ignature(caH) 
body = getBody(fc$m, s) 
return(bodySemantics(6ocíy ! a)) 

virtualCallSemantics(k?in(i ' ! v\, . . . , vn), a) 
s = s ignature(caH) 
c = lookupCruntime_class(t') ! s) 
r e t u r n staticSemantics(c$in(i ' ! v\, . . . , vn), a) 

lookup(fc,s) 
a = k 
d o 

if d e c l a r e s ( a , s ) 
r e t u r n ( o ) 

a = ances tor (a) 
whi l e (true) 



A 
public void foo() 

) 

B 
public void foo() ) 

someMethodO í 
X v; 

v.f oo() ; 

c 
public void foo() I CU 

• public void foo() I 

(a) snippet of the original program 

SomeClass$someMethod():-

X$dyn*foo(v). 

X$dyn*foo(w):-
B$foo(w) 

X$dyn*foo(w):-
Z$foo(w). 

(b) snippet of the transformed program 

Fie. 3. Transformation of a virtual invocation 

transforms it into a cali to a new method with two new clauses (methods) that 
represent all the possible receiver implementations for the cali. Because X is a 
direct subclass of B, it can never inherit the original A implementation but only 
the B one, represented by the ñrst clause of x$dyn$f oo. Alternatively any object 
of type Y and Z is also of type X and therefore we include a cali to the Z versión 
of f oo in the second clause. The C implementation is discarded because of type 
incompatibility. 

The process described has many interesting properties. First, it is based on 
assuming SLD resolution semantics for the transformed Horn clause program. 
This allows reusing existing analyzers without having to redeñne the abstract 
uniñcation operator in order to deal with language-dependent features, as in 
the case of virtual invocation. We implemented our Java analyses on top of 
the CiaoPP Prolog analyzer [16] without modifying its code, even when speciñc 
abstract domains and "builtin" deñnitions for Java language constructs had 
to be provided. A second strength is that correctness of the transformation 
depends only on showing that Clcommj G S\commrJ holds for every command 
(and expression) in the source language. Although not trivial, the proof can be 
slightly modiñed for similar languages to Java, so neither the compiler ñor the 
abstract domains need to be completely rewritten. In the case of Ciao, the proof 
is trivial since progc = prog. 

4 Metainformation 

Full independence from the language cannot be achieved only through program 
transformations. Sometimes the ñxpoint algorithm can be optimized if some 
characteristics related to the original source are known. In other occasions the 
abstract domain needs information about the program that cannot be found in 



package examples; 

public class Vector { 

Element first; 

public void add(int valué){ 

Element e = new ElementO; 

e.valué = valué; 

Vector v = new Vector() ; 

v.first = e; 

append(v); 

} 

public void append(Vector v) { 

Element e = first; 

if (e == nuil) 

first = v.first; 

else{ 

while (e.next != nuil) 

e = e.next; 

e.next = v.first; 

class SubVector extends Vectorí 

public void append(Vector v){ 

} 

class 
Vector 

SubVector 
Element 

ancestor 
Object 
Vector 
Object 

method 
Vector$init 
Vector$add 
Vector$dyn* append 
Vector$append 
Vector$append^ 1#2 
Vector$append^3^4 
SubVector$init 
SubVector$append 
Element$init 

entry 
y 
y 
y 
y 
n 
n 
y 
y 
y 

Fig. 4. Vector example: source code and corresponding metainformation 

the intermedíate representation. Both demands are solved via metainformaüon 
ñles. We illustrate this point with the example in Figure 4, which shows an 
alternative versión of the JDK Vector class. The descendant SubVector contains 
an alternative versión of the append method. The corresponding (Ciao) code 
(represented as a Control Flow Graph) is shown in Figure 5; we omitted the 
constructor ( init) clauses for simplicity. 

Space reasons prevent us from listing a complete description of the metain
formation; only hierarchy and method type tables are shown in Figure 4. In 
the case of the parent-child relations, the purpose is to provide access for the 
abstract domain to the class tree, the more obvious application being class anal-
ysis [3]. The second table contains a classiñcation for each method, which can be 
y (entry) or n (internal). It is used to optimize the performance of the ñxpoint 
engine, avoiding projection and extensión operations [5] (e.g., for blocks that 
share variable scope with the calling context, such as conditionals). 

An entry method corresponds in the original program to the ñrst clause [15] 
of the Java method of the same ñame and shares its signature, except for an extra 
parameter that represents the valué returned. The other clauses present in the 
Java method are compiled into (components of) internal methods which share 
the same set of variables: all the formal parameters and local variables they refer-
ence. Examples of constructions converted into internal clauses are if, while or 
for loops. In the example, we can see how the i f (e==null) . . . e l se conditional 
in the Vector implementation of append is converted into two different clauses, 
one for each branch, which actually share the same ñame Vector$append#l#2 
(Figure 5). In this case, the internal method is composed of two clauses which 



Vector$add(Res,RO,IO) 

asg(RO_, Vector, R0,Vector) 
new(R1,Element) 
Element$<init>(_Void,R1) 
asg(R2,Element,R1 ,Element) 
stf(R2,Element,value,int,IO,int) 
new(R4,Vector) 
Vector$<init>#1650(_Void,R4) 
asg(R3,Vector,R4, Vector) 
stf(R3,Vector,first,Element,R2,Element) 
Vector$dyn*append(Res,R0_,R3) ' ' 

«mujmu.imi.ifeuiaa 
tot(R0_, [SubVector]) 
SubVector$append(Res,R0_,R3) 

SubVector$append(Res,R0,R1) 

Vector$dyn*append(Res,RO ,R3) 

tot(R0_, [Vector]) 
Vector$append(Res,R0_,R3) 

Vector$append(Res,R0,R1) 

asg(R0_,Vector,R0, Vector) 
asg(R1_,Vector,R1, Vector) 
gtf(R2,Element,R0_,Vector,first,Element) 
Vector$append#1#2(Res,R0_,R1_,R2,R3,R4,R5) 

/ector$append#1#2(Res,R0_,R1_,R2,R3,R4,R5) 

eq(R2, Element,null,null_type) 
gtf(R3,Element,R1_,Vector,first,Element) 
stf(R0_,Vector,f¡rst,Element,R3,Element) 

Vector$append#1#2(Res,R0_,R1_,R2,R3,R4,R5, 

ne(R2,Element,null,null_type) 

gtf(R4,Element,R2,Element,next,Element) 

Vector$append#3#4(Res,R0_,R1_,R2,R3,R4,R5) 

Vector$append#3#4(Res, RO^ R 1 ^ R2, R3, R4, R5¡ 

eq(R4,Element,null,null_type) 

gtf(R5,Element,R1_, Vector, first,Element) 

stf(R2,Element,next,Element,R5,Element) 

Vector$append#3#4(Res, RO^ R 1 ^ R2, R3, R4, R5¡ 

ne(R4,Element,null,null_type) 
gtf(R2,Element,R2,Element,next,Element) 

Vector$append#1#2(Res,R0_,R1_,R2,R3,R4,R5)-

Fig. 5. Cali Graph for the example in Figure 4 

are indistinguishable from the caller's point of view, thus causing invocations to 
the method to be non-deterministic (i.e., causing the execution of one clause or 
another). Entry clauses are marked in grey, internal ones in white; dotted arrows 
denote non-deterministic flows while the continuous ones symbolize deterministic 
calis. 

Another flow transformation (extra clauses) tries to expose the internal struc-
ture of some complex Java features, which sometimes encode sophisticated op-
erations. That is the case of the virtual invocations studied in Section 3. Corn
ing back to the example in Figure 4, note that the cali to append within add 
is polymorphic: it might execute the implementation in Vector or the one in 
SubVector. We make this semantics explicit by inspecting the application hier-
archy and replacing the virtual invocation with a set of resolved calis, one for 
each possible implementation. The method acting as a "hub" is called an ex
tra clause; in the example we have two, Vector$dyn*append, marked in black. 
They behave in a very similar way to the conditional discussed previously, since 
the program flow might go through two alternative paths (clauses), one for each 
implementation of append. Each branch contains a guard (tot , see the ñrst state-
ment in each of the Vector$dyn*append clauses) listing the acceptable types for 
the callee. 

It is interesting how, in an analogous way to the clause case, we introduced 
extra statements to further simplify analysis. For example, the mentioned to t 
(type of this) builtin ñlters the execution of subsequent statements when the class 
of the instance is not listed in the set of possibilities; guard statements have a 
similar goal in clauses that come from conditional constructions. In Figure 5 the 
eq cali at the beginning of the leftmost Vector$append#l#2 clause refers to the 
condition for executing the ñrst branch, while the ne cali contains its negated 
versión, for the second alternative. Also, those methods that are entry but not 
extra contain assignments to shadow variables that simúlate the call-by-reference 
semantics [23]. 



public c lass Langí Lang$fooCRes,R0,R1):-
asgCRO_,Lang,RO >Lang), 

publ ic void fooCLocation loc ){ asgCRl_,Locat ion,Rl ,Locat ion) , 
S t r lng lang = loe.getDefaul tLanguageO; Location$dyn*getDefaultLanguage(R4,Rl_), 

r e t . 
} 

} Location$getDefaultLanguageCRes,R0):~ 
asgCRO_,Location,RO,Location), 

c lass Location { a sgCRes , j ava . l ang .S t r i ng , "Eng l i sh" , j ava . l ang .S t r i ng ) , 
public S t r ing getDefaultLanguageOí r e t . 

r e tu rn "English"; 
} China$getDefaultLanguageCRes,R0):~ 

} asg(RO_,China,RO,China), 
asgCRes, j a v a , l a n g . S t r i n g , " M a n d a r i n " , j a v a . l a n g . S t r i n g ) , 

c lass China extends Locat ioní r e t . 
public S t r ing getDefaultLanguage(){ 

r e tu rn "Mandarin"; Location$dyn*getDefaultLanguageCRes,R1_):-
} t o t ( R l _ , [China,Sichuan]) , 

} China$getDefaultLanguageCRes,R1_). 
Loeation$dyn*getDefaultLanguageCRes,R1_):-

c lass Sichuan extends Chinaí totCRl_, [Locat ion]) , 
} Location$getDefaultLanguageCRes,R1_). 

Fig. 6. Transformation for dynamic dispatch in Java 

5 Explicit semantics in other OO languages 

Our framework can be adapted to other languages apart from Java (and Ciao), 
especially for those like C # that share similar syntax and statement semantics 
to Java. The examples in Figures 6 and 7 illustrate this point. In Figure 6, the 
valué returned by the getDef aultLanguage invocation in the f oo method re-
turns English if loe has runtime type Location and Mandarin if the runtime 
type is China or Sichuan, since this last class inherits the implementation of 
getDef aultLanguage from China according to standard Java semantics [15]. 
The C # language is quite similar in most aspeets, but polymorphic invocations 
have been further reñned (and complicated). In Figure 7 only class China over-
shadows the default deñnition for the getDefaultLanguage method given in 
the superclass; HongKong inherits the Location implementation. Therefore, an 
invocation like (new Hong KongO) .getDefaultLanguageO returns English. 

When analyzing a virtual invocation like the one in the ñrst line of foo, 
we could have implemented internal mechanisms in the analyzer for differen-
tiating the two possible interpretations that the cali might have in each lan
guage. That implies an undesirable, double implementation of either the fix-
point algorithm or the abstract domains, since the analyzer would then be 
language-dependent. To bypass this problem, we introduce additional pseudo-
builtins that contain language-dependent features. We can see in Figures 6 and 7 
how the Horn clause representation is almost identical in both cases, except for 
the bodies of the two Location$dyn*getDefaultLanguage clauses. In the case 
of Java, we indicate that the ñrst clause is executed if the runtime type of 
th i s (tot) is either China or Sichuan, while the second requires that variable 
to be of runtime type Location. The situation is reversed in the C # exam-
ple, in which instances of Location and HongKong share the implementation 



namespace Langí Lang$fooCRes,R0,R1):-
asgCRO_,Lang,RO >Lang), 

public c lass Langí asgCRl_,Locat ion,Rl ,Locat ion) , 
publ ic void foo(Location loc ){ Location$dyn*getDefaultLanguageCR4,Rl_), 

s t r i n g lang = loe.getDefaultLanguageC); r e t . 

} Location$getDefaultLanguageCRes,R0):~ 
} asgCRO_,Location,RO,Location), 
c lass Locatlon { a s g ( R e s , s t r i n g , " E n g l i s h " , s t r i n g ) , 

publ ic s t r i n g getDefaultLanguageOí r e t . 
r e tu rn "English"; 

} China$getDefaultLanguageCRes,R0):~ 
} asg(RO_,China,RO,China), 
c lass China:Location{ asgCRes , s t r ing , "Handar in" , s t r ing) , 

p r i v a t e s t r i n g getDefaultLanguageC){ r e t . 
r e tu rn "Mandarin"; 

} Location$dyn*getDefaultLanguageCRes,R1_):-
} totCRl_, [China]) , 
c lass HongKong:ChinaO China$getDefaultLanguageCRes,R1_). 
} Location$dyn*getDefaultLanguageCRes,R1_):-

totCRl_, [Location,HongKong]), 
Location$getDefaultLanguageCRes,R1_). 

Fig. 7. Transformation for dynamic dispatch in C# 

Location$getDef aultLocation while invocations on objeets of (exactly) class 
China are redirected to China$getDef aultLocation. 

The abstract domain is not required to know anything about which actual 
language is to be analyzed but only to provide a common, correct transfer func-
tion for the tot builtin, which will return as output state the same input state 
if the instance happens to have a runtime type included in the list of accepted 
classes, and _L if not. 

6 Experimental results 

We have completed a preliminary implementation of our framework within the 
CiaoPP preprocessor [16]. CiaoPP offers a parametric and efficient top-down 
analysis engine with a good number of abstract domains, including the ones 
illustrated in this section. The efficieney of the algorithm relies on keeping de-
pendencies between different predicates during analysis so that only the really 
affected parts need to be revisited after a change during the ñxpoint process. 
In addition, recomputation is avoided using memoízatíon[12]. Another charac-
teristic is that it is multívaríant (Le., abstract calis to a given predicate that 
represent different input patterns are automatically analyzed separately) and 
follows a top-down approach, in order to allow modeling properties that depend 
on the data flow characteristics of the program. 

We have performed two experiments with our framework using the bench-
marks corresponding to the JOlden suite [9]. The ñrst experiment is summa-
rized in Figure 8 and shows the scalability of the transformation phase. The ñrst 
three columns contain basic metrics about the application: number of classes 
(k), methods (m) and instructions (i). Since the latter corresponds to the byte-
code representation of the source, we also list how many program points (pp) 



ñame 

j olden.health.Health 
jolden.bh.BH 
j olden.voronoi.Voronoi 
jolden.mst.HST 
j olden.power.Power 
j olden.treeadd.TreeAdd 
j olden.em3d.Em3d 
j olden.perimeter.Perimeter 
jolden.bisort.BiSort 
jolden.all.All 

k 

8 
9 
6 
6 
6 
2 
4 
10 
2 
50 

m 

30 
70 
73 
36 
32 
12 
22 
45 
15 

317 

i 

637 
1208 
988 
445 
1017 
193 
447 
543 
323 
5839 

PP 
933 
1739 
1340 
665 
1270 
274 
669 
814 
476 
7251 

cí 

1.1 
3.2 
2.2 
0.1 
2.1 
2.0 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
11.0 

Fig. 8. Statistics of the transformation phase. 

are present in the Horn clause program analyzed. This metric slightly differs 
from the number of instructions in the sense that extra clauses and builtins 
make it somewhat larger; pp also provides a better approximation of the size 
and complexity of the program analyzed because the semantics of the object-
oriented program is made explicit, as seen in Section 2. The ñfth column (cí) 
shows the time invested (given in seconds) in transforming the input program 
and producing the Horn clause versión and the metainformation. 

The second experiment shown in Figure 9 illustrates the scalability, efficiency, 
and precisión of the analysis component of our framework. We ñrst use a simple 
abstract domain, Nullity capable of approximating which variables are deñnitely 
nuil and which ones deñnitely point to a non-nuil location. The second abstract 
domain is a Class Hierarchy Analysis [3], which uses the combination of the 
statically declared type of an object and the class hierarchy of the program 
to determine the set of possible targets of a virtual invocation. The use of a 
Class Hierarchy Analysis shows the scalability of our framework for a domain 
with non-linear worst-case complexity in its operations. Additionally, it also 
reflects the usefulness of metainformation ñles since they are required by the 
CHA domain in order to access the hiercharchy tree. The columns labeled pp' 
show the number of program points reachable by the analyses. Therefore, pp' 
may differ from pp because the number of analyzed program points is not always 
the total number of program points in the program: some commands are found 
to be unreachable. Since our framework is multivariant and can thus keep track 
of different contexts at each program point, at the end of analysis there may 
be more than one abstract state associated with each program point. Thus, 
the number of abstract states is typically larger than the number of reachable 
program points. Columns ast provide the total number of these abstract states 
inferred by analyses. The level of multivariance is the ratio ast/pp', presented in 
columns st. In general, such a larger number for st tends to indicate more precise 
results. Running times are listed in columns pt (time invested in preprocessing 
the program which includes the extraction of metainformation for each method 
in the Horn clause program and the construction of the class hierarchy) and at 
(analysis time); both are also given in seconds. 

The benchmarks have been tested in both experiments on a Pentium M 
1.73Ghz with 1Gb of RAM , and averaging several runs after eliminating the best 
and worst valúes. We chose to show separately the total times of the two phases 



j olden.health.Health 
jolden.bh.BH 
jolden.voronoi.Voronoi 
jolden.mst.MST 
j olden.power.Power 
j olden.treeadd.TreeAdd 
j olden.em3d.Em3d 
j olden.perimeter.Perimeter 
jolden.bisort.BiSort 
jolden.all.All 

Pt 
2.1 
2.2 
2.2 
2.1 
2.1 
2.0 
2.0 
2.1 
2.1 
2.6 

Nullity 

PP 
921 
1739 
1277 
496 
1270 
274 
669 
814 
476 
7188 

ast 
5836 
12384 
5492 
1503 
10560 
880 
5565 
2653 
3353 
48476 

sí 
6.3 
7.1 
4.3 
3.0 
8.3 
3.2 
8.3 
3.2 
7.0 
6.7 

at 
9.6 
50.1 
11.5 
1.1 

29.9 
0.6 
0.9 
1.7 
5.8 

145.9 

C H A 

PP 
933 
1739 
1340 
665 
1270 
274 
669 
814 
476 
7251 

ast 
3542 
4757 
5147 
1609 
2908 
729 
3320 
3731 
1614 

29586 

sí 
3.8 
2.7 
3.8 
2.4 
2.3 
2.6 
4.9 
4.5 
3.4 
4.1 

at 
52.1 
59.4 
81.3 
11.6 
32.7 
6.1 
49.5 
25.0 
15.6 

391.2 

Fig. 9. Statistics for the Nullity and Class Hierarchy (CHA) domains. 

(transformation and analysis) because we expect the transformation process to 
be fully run only once. Later executions can use incremental compilation for 
those ñles that changed, so that the overhead of the preprocessing phase should 
be almost negligible in médium and large programs. Although the same approach 
can be taken for the analysis [27], the current implementation is not incremental. 

7 Related work 

Most of the previous research in analysis of object-oriented programs concen-
trates on ñnding new abstract domains that better approximate a particular 
concrete property of the program analyzed in order to optimize compilation 
(e.g., [4,28]) or statically verify certain properties about the runtime behavior 
of the code (e.g., [14,19]). In contrast to this concentration and progress on the 
development of new, reñned domains there has been comparatively little work 
on the formal speciñcation of the intermedíate language to which the analyzed 
program is transformed or in the application of existing logic programming tech-
niques. In [24] the authors describe how to automatically derive Prolog versions 
of Java programs that share the same operational semantics. However, the com
pilation applies to a smaller subset of Java than that supported in our work and 
no experimental results are provided. Also, the technique is presented from a 
more informal perspective and no analysis is attempted over the transformed 
logic programs. 

More closely related to ours is the work presented in [1], which draws in 
part on the ideas of [25]. The authors also focus on how to reuse existing logic 
programming tools, in order to analyze Java bytecode. The approach is based 
on encoding an interpreter of the Java Virtual Machine bytecode in a logic 
language, Ciao [6], and then partially evaluating this interpreter with respect to 
the concrete program to be analyzed. This results in a residual program which 
has the same semantics as the original one but is often easier to analyze than the 
original set of bytecode+interpreter. As in our case, the analysis and veriñcation 
experiments are performed using the CiaoPP [16] tool. 

While the approach of [1] is obviously very interesting, it also has the short-
coming that it is quite dependent on the quality of the results obtained by the 
partial evaluator. Given the state of the art in partial evaluation, this clearly 



varies signiñcantly depending on the input program. Our approach is based 
instead on a direct translation from the Java program into a Horn clause repre
sentation, which obviates this problem (at the cost of having to write and prove 
correct the transformer). Also, in our translation we do not try to mimic the 
operational semantics of the Java program in the Horn clause versión (i.e., the 
resulting program if run, e.g., on a Prolog system, would not necessarily produce 
equivalent results to those of the Java program). Instead, our aim is to safely ap-
proxímate the semantics of the Java program in the Horn clause representation 
by taking advantage of the (collecting) SLD semantics assumed by the analyzer. 
This allows flexibility in the translation and eliminates the burden of having to 
simúlate exactly the operational semantics of the source language since we do 
not want to execute the program but only to obtain safe results by analyzing it. 
The flexibility and directness of our approach also allows us to support a much 
larger subset of the language than in [1], including many features such as ex-
ceptions, inheritance, interfaces, etc. Furthermore, since the ñxpoint algorithm 
is sensitive to the size and characteristics of the intermedíate representation, the 
fact that our direct translation guarantees a compact intermedíate representa
tion can arguably result in a more scalable solution. For example, in this work 
(see Section 6) we have been able to report on examples that are about twenty 
times larger and can be analyzed in less time. 

In most of the (non CLP-based) abstract interpretation framework for anal-
ysis of Java (e.g., [4, 7]) the authors prefer to focus on particular properties and 
therefore their solutions (abstract domains and analysis algorithms) are tied to 
them, even when if they may be explicitly labeled as multipurpose [20]. In [26] 
the authors use a framework that is closely related to Gaia [8]. However, the 
intermedíate representation is not described and the semantics of the interpro-
cedural operations is again tied to the Java language. Also, the benchmarks used 
are smaller than those that we report on. The more recent Julia framework [30] 
is intended to be generic from the point of view of domains but once more also 
targets Java as unique source language. This framework is capable of analyzing 
large programs in a top-down way, as in our approach, the main other difference 
being that we support multivariance, inherited from the CiaoPP analyzer. Fi-
nally, in [22] another interesting generic static analyzer for the modular analysis 
and veriñcation of Java classes is presented. The algorithm presented is also top 
down but is again tailored speciñcally to Java source. 

8 Conclusions and future work 

We have presented a transformation-based framework for analysis of object-
oriented programs, which is generic in terms of the source language and abstract 
domain in use. The framework consists of a two-step process: a transformation of 
the program into a set of Horn clauses that represents a correct approximation 
of its standard semantics, and a mature and sophisticated ñxpoint algorithm. 
We claim that our approach is flexible in the sense that the ñrst phase decou-
ples the ñxpoint algorithm from any language-dependent feature. Furthermore, 



our experimental evaluations support the scalability of our framework showing 
results for medium-sized programs as well as its emciency analyzing them in a 
reasonable amount of time, and precisión showing high rates of multivariance. 

We have performed some promising experiments on an ampie subset of Java, 
as shown in this paper, but our aim is to support the full Java language. Also, 
we are currently incorporating more sophisticated abstract domains (e.g., points-
to/shar ing analysis). Moreover, we expect to increase the scalability of our ap-
proach, analyzing larger programs than shown in this paper. To this end, we 
are studying the inclusión of modular and incremental features in our ñxpoint 
algorithm. 
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